
 
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

SPRING MEETING SUMMARY 
March 5, 2009, Kansas City, MO 

 
Present: Keith Howard, Chair 

George Crombie, Board Liaison 
Marc Rogoff, Member 
Rick Person, Member 
Charlie Jones, Member 

  Ziad Mazboudi, Member 
  Mark Whitfield, Member 

Colene Roberts, Staff Liaison 
   
Guests:  Dana Priddy, Meetings 
  Dave Dancy, Marketing 
  Karen Wilson, Professional Development 
  Connie Hartline, Publications 
 
1. Call to order 

Keith called the meeting to order at 8:19 AM. 
 
2. Review of the February meeting summary 

The summary of the February meeting was approved. 
 

3. Approval of the Solid Waste position papers  
a. No changes recommended: 

Brownfields – Approved  
Environmental Justice in Providing Public Works Services – Approved 
Federal Resource Conservation & Recovery Act Program (Public Law 94-580) – Approved 
Superfund – Approved 
Urban Infilling Impacts on Solid Waste Facilities – Approved 

b. Revised: 
Electronics Recycling – Approved with recommended changes. 
Environmentally Preferable and Recycled Content Product and Service Procurement – The 
GSA link needs to be simplified.  It will be changed to gsa.gov.  Ziad recommended added two 
additional links, one from California EPA and one from the California Integrated Waste 
Management Board.  He will email them.  The paper was approved with these changes. 
Municipal Solid Waste Organics Recycling – The word funding will be removed from the final 
paragraph to include all types of incentives.  That sentence will now read:  “APWA supports 
sustainable composting at all levels and encourages the EPA and USDA to develop incentives 
for both municipal composting and on-farm composting for municipal organic waste materials.”  
The paper was approved with this change. 
Integrated Solid Waste Management Systems – Approved with recommended changes. 
Municipal Solid Waste Flow Control – Julia provided comments that parts of the paper sound 
more like a guidance paper than an advocacy paper and that those sections could be removed.  
Advocacy papers are used to state a position but also to educate legislators.  The position 
papers could potentially be used at the state level, as well.  The Committee determined that 
there was no harm in keeping the “extra” language.  The paper was approved with Marc’s 
recommended changes. 

c. New: 
Resource Recovery Utilizing Waste-to-Energy/Thermal Conversion Technologies – There was 
some discussion about whether supporting WTE facilities in the long term is really best.  It 
should be recognized that building those facilities creates the economic drive to feed them over 
their lifetime.  In some areas, WTE is preferable to trucking waste the long distances necessary 



to reach an area suitable for landfilling.  The last paragraph on the first page will be amended to 
composting.  The paper was approved with this change. 

 
4. APWA use of social media 

Colene reported that there is a new social networking site, created by APWA for people in public works.  
The site is free for anyone to join; it is not limited to APWA members.  The site gives users an 
opportunity to discuss, blog and share files.  Staff is working on creating a wiki for internal use.  
Hopefully, some of it can be used to start a public works wiki online in the future.  The Marketing 
Department is looking at utilizing Twitter.  The Emerging Leaders are taking on a project in Second Life.  
Second Life has been used to create simulations of streetscapes and conduct meetings by others in 
public works.  Committee members asked why the time spent on these new online media wasn’t used to 
redesign APWA.net.  Colene explained that a staff committee has been working on the new projects 
and since outside hosting services have been used, most of the staff time has not come from those 
responsible for APWA’s website.  There was some discussion of APWA.net and the difficulty members 
are having in locating information.  George said that the Board will be discussing a redesign of the 
website. 
 

5. Click, Listen & Learn in August 2009 
The topic discussed previously is the impacts of fuel costs and recycling market prices.  How agencies 
are coping with economic changes can be addressed.  Cities and counties have different levels of 
involvement in collection and processing.  Everyone deals with the demands of leaders and citizens.  
Maybe the session should include hoe to encourage recycling industry growth in your community.  Solid 
waste programs have different sources of funding:  general fund, tipping fees, commodity sales, etc.  
Most tactics are merely survival to the next budget year.  The topic could be looking for local solutions to 
get around transportation costs.  The trend in solid waste is changing from regional to local.  Food 
waste composting could be an example of cheap local recycling to keep diversion levels up.  Arizona 
State has a packaging study that could address waste reduction.  New ways to manage the markets on 
a more sustainable level could be presented.  There are examples of small businesses getting into the 
manufacturing of recycled content products:  a brewery recycling glass and making their own bottles 
and a mover recycling plastic for containers.  Reuse programs may be more economically feasible now.  
Many communities have created waste exchanges at the local level.  Habitat for Humanity ReStores are 
thriving in this economy.  New public/private partnerships may be emerging.  Or, there could be a 
movement back to drop-off from curbside.  There is a new focus on sustainability, as well.  Communities 
have proposed increasing the number of public drinking fountains as a way to reduce plastic bottle 
waste.  There are many opportunities at the local level for dealing with agricultural waste.  The message 
should be kept positive instead of focusing on the economic recession.  The session will focus on local 
solutions.  Local control can prevent future economic troubles.  Potential speakers will discussed at the 
next meeting.  The working title is “Changing the Recycling Focus, Bringing the Global Market Local.” 

 
6. Certification and certificate programs 

Keith would like to explore putting together an integrated solid waste management professional 
certification.  Other solid waste certification programs don’t pull it all together.  This certification should 
be for the management level but should include consultants in the field.  Some only manage their 
hauler.  The need should be identified first.  Is there a need for training or a need for certification?  
Members agreed that both are needed.  Is there a market?  George stated that a manual should be 
developed and then certifications created for each Technical Committee area, including a public works 
director certification.  Colene said that a proposal for a new APWA certification program would mean 
that a test is developed first.  A job analysis would be performed, including a survey; a content outline 
would be created; and then the exam would be written.  The content outline can be used to develop 
training but it would come later.  There was a motion to create a new certification program.  George 
suggested a resolution to the Board.  Committee members will look at SWANA’s certification programs 
before the next meeting. 

 
7. Board Report 

George reported that membership is going up.  The new membership campaign for new members at 
$69 is doing well with membership renewals over 50%.  The Board has been working on a strategic 
plan.  If Committee members have ideas on how to improve APWA, they should send them to George.  
The strategic planning is a 6 month to one year process.  George believes that certification programs 
are vital to APWA’s future.  The Sustainability Conference is March 26-27 in Charlotte.  The new Center 
for Sustainability will be meeting there.  The new National Public Works Week poster is out.  DC staff 
has been tracking the stimulus package and providing a lot of information.  GAC is meeting in April in 



DC.  The first Stormwater Manager certification test is this spring.  Tests will go online in one year to 18 
months.  The Grounds Manager certification program with PGMS is not strong.  APWA partnered with 
them on their existing certification program.  APWA members are not taking the test but they may be 
directing their staff to it.  The Center for Sustainability will provide an umbrella for the Technical 
Committees.  The At Large Directors will be working with the Center.  There have been some financial 
losses this year and the Columbus Congress could have lower than average attendance but hopefully, 
the Boston Congress will be good.  There is some discussion by the Board about where Congresses 
should go, first tier vs. second tier cities.  Snow Conference is growing, especially since heavy 
equipment was allowed onto the floor.  Ziad suggested that there seems to be a disconnect between 
national and the chapters.  The chapters are good at the social side but they need to grow on the 
education side. 
 

8. Review of the 2008-2009 Business Plan 
All of the major items have been completed.  The articles and sessions were submitted.  Work continues 
on the Click, Listen & Learn.  A publication with PWHS had been considered.  Colene will have their 
staff liaison check with them to see if there’s any interest in creating a new publication on recycling and 
conservation during wartime.  Connie had expressed an interest and shared an article that included war 
posters on recycling. 

 
9. Education Report 

Charlie reported that the Education Committee met in January.  The Education Summit for chapters was 
discussed.  It is April 2-3 in Kansas City.  The Committee liked having a representative from each 
Technical Committee on the Education Committee.  Larry will probably continue this structure next year.  
The Committee can nominate a member for the Education Committee for next year.  The Center for 
Sustainability had 150 applicants and 12 have been selected.  The CLL schedule for next year includes 
a topic from each Technical Committee.  George pushed for Technical Committee members on the 
Education Committee.  Most likely, each Technical Committee will have one guaranteed CLL each year.  
The Education Committee probably won’t meet at Congress this year. 
 

10. Committee strategic planning 
a. long term goals and projects 
b. meeting structure 
c. task assignments and work processes 

 Colene has been looking at some online project management tools for the Technical Committees.  
There would be a website that contains all of the committee’s documents and schedule of tasks and 
events.  It would eliminate the need for members to download documents.  Everything could be edited 
online.  Mark mentioned that his organization uses Microsoft Sharepoint.  Committee members feel that 
the tool could make their work much easier.  There was a motion to move to online project management 
for the Committee’s work.  The Committee would like their site up and running by June 1, otherwise they 
will make a request to the Board.  It is unknown at this time whether this new tool will change need for 
conference calls.  Monthly meetings will continue with the same time and date. The Committee is 
already completing most of its work via email.  There was some discussion of whether the Spring 
Meeting or the Congress Meeting is most necessary and whether the Spring Meeting could be replaced 
with a web conference.  The face to face meetings are still needed, especially for brainstorming and 
introducing new Committee members.  The first solid waste CLL had great attendance and the 
Committee will likely need to plan for a CLL every year.  The Committee has completed two new 
publications in the last two years and will create to look for opportunities.  A new certification program 
will be a long term goal.  However, the form for the new program should be completed before Congress 
this year.  There was some discussion on whether the Committee could contribute to the Sustainability 
Conference in the future.  Advocacy efforts could be expanded to include pushing for more 
manufacturer responsibility, through legislation and regulation and through recognition of innovations.  
APWA’s focus on sustainability will continue and the Committee can provide support and share zero 
waste initiatives.  The Committees long term goals will continue to include advocacy and information 
exchange, sharing waste reduction ideas and technologies.  Partnerships should be explored with 
SWANA and other associations.  One long term goal could be for APWA to achieve zero waste 
internally and eventually zero waste at Congress and other events.  The Committee could develop a 
checklist for the association to the meet that goal. 

 
11. Planning for Congress 2010 in Boston with SWANA 

Dana reported that deep into planning with SWANA.  They have met a few times and have discussed 
the crossover of attendees and education sessions.  Attendees will have access to the education 



sessions of both events.  The exhibit hall will be shared.  It will be one seamless space.  They are still 
negotiating on admission to the general sessions and other sessions with paid speakers.  A reduced 
cost is one proposal.  The two conferences really are just co-located.  The exhibit hall will have a visual 
separation only, like a different color of carpet.  The two organizations want to keep their separate 
identities.  SWANA education sessions are in tracks but they are concurrent sessions.  Karen 
mentioned that we can easily look their scheduled and try not to schedule a landfill gas session that we 
are running at the same time as a landfill gas session that they are running.  SWANA doesn’t have as 
many concurrent sessions.  Dave said that a dual marketing plan is in the works.  There is no reason 
that the Committee couldn’t prepare a Congress session jointly with SWANA.  It could be a good 
opportunity to promote a new certification program.  The bookstore may be on the exhibit floor in 
Boston.  SWANA has very little in their bookstore.  The Committee could create a super session to run 
in the general session hall.  It could be a series with a new topic each day.  The call for presentations 
will go online May 1.  The Committee suggested a future theme for the Congress.  Presentations will 
likely have a strong sustainability theme again.  Marketing for the call for presentations will begin June 
1.  Staff and the Finance Committee are currently moving through the budget process so there isn’t a 
clear idea of what will be possible just yet.  The Committee could have a booth on the exhibit floor.  
Copies of the solid waste issue of the Reporter could be available on the floor.  The bookstore could 
add a premium item like a tshirt similar to the snowfighter tshirts for solid waste.  Recycling and waste 
reduction efforts should be much easier in Boston than they were in New Orleans.  Green practices are 
asked on the questionnaires to convention centers, hotels and other vendors.  Staff has talked about 
adding carbon offsets to the registration form.  There will be no education session handouts in 
Columbus or Boston.  Exhibitors no longer get paper copies of their packets, either.  There has been 
some discussion of dividing the exhibit floor by industry like transportation, fleet, etc.  The Committee 
has suggested running videos in an education room or on the floor.  They could be examples of 
recycling PSAs or other member produced videos. 

 
12. Publications 

a. bookstore content 
b. new publication – collection of odd stories in solid waste 
c. second edition of pocket guide 

Colene reported that 97 copies of the pocket guide have been sold.  The sales report begins July 1.  
Since then, 25 copies of the rate setting book and 6 copies of the landfill reuse book have been sold.  
Committee members should forward any suggestions for outside books to be added to the APWA 
bookstore to Connie, Colene or Lillie.  A book by a past Congress speaker, Donohue, on cradle to 
cradle waste management was suggested.  Marc has been researching sources for odd stories in solid 
waste.  He spoke with Chaz Miller at Waste Age and a couple of other magazines.  Newspaper stories 
could be reprinted with permission but there could be a cost.  There was an attempt to gather stories 
from members at Congress a couple of years ago using a printed form.  Only one story was submitted.  
Another attempt at Congress could utilize a webcam and offer an incentive.  Online searches turn up 
several stories.  The goal would be to have this publication ready in time for Congress 2010.  The 
Committee will also keep an ongoing collection of material for a possible second edition of the pocket 
guide.  Connie has been investigating ways to offer APWA’s publication electronically. 

 
13. Preparation of draft 2009-2010 Business Plan 

Colene will prepare a draft that includes annual tasks, preparing a CLL, the new publication, and work 
on a certification program.  The Committee would like to add a sustainability goal, as well.  The draft will 
be sent out for review.  The final version will be needed before the Committee’s Congress meeting.  To 
start working on the sustainability goal, the Committee will begin drafting a zero waste resolution for the 
association at the next meeting. 

 
14. Brainstorm education topics for 2010 

a. Guaranteed education sessions for Congress 2010 
b. Articles for March 2010 issue of the Reporter 

Reporter topics were discussed first.  The following list was developed: 
 Update on solid waste automation 
 25 tips you can use 
 Future trends in solid waste 
 Use of the new electronic technology 
 Carbon footprint and waste collection 
 Old ways, can it work for solid waste 



 Extended producer responsibility, what can you do to help make it happen 
 Reuse 
 PAYT or SMART variable rate programs 

 Congress session topics: 
 Emerging trends 
 The high tech manager 
 Food waste 

 Ideas for super sessions in the general session hall, using a theme of solid waste revolution: 
 Speaker from Ben & Jerry’s or other local company with zero waste 
 Green Mountain Coffee 
 Sam Adams 
 City of Cambridge 
 NY Mayor Bloomberg 
 Natural Resources Defense Council 
 Red Sox, stadium recycling or in-house architect that adapted facility 
 Hotel chain 
 Jim Hunt, City of Boston 
 Carol Browner 
 Havard 
 Jerry Goldstein 
 John Casella 
 Caterpillar 
 Masscoma president 
 Dick Lanyon, Metropolitan Water District, Olympics 
 Habitat for Humanity or Freecycle or Reuse Store 
 Jen Jenkins, University of Vermont public/private partnership 
 Use a town hall style format with a moderator who is a media personality, someone from PBS or 

NPR like Click and Clack 
 Green Channel Renovation Nation 
 Senator Sanders 
 Solid waste film festival 
 Thomas Friedman 
 Kennedy School of Government at Harvard 
 Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. 
 Middlebury College in Vermont growing a forest 
 What the EU is doing, German Green Dot program update, or some other international speaker 

 The Committee could also recommend some technical tours like the island in Boston Harbor that was a 
landfill but is now a park or the University of New Hampshire landfill gas use project.  A great 
demonstration could be putting solar panels up at the convention center. 

 
15. New items 

The call for presentations for Congress and Snow Conference will now ask if you want to write an 
article.  Professional Development staff is looking at new technology for the future like podcasts or 
streaming video. 
 

16. Adjourn 
The meeting adjourned at 3:42 PM. 


